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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Jazzeteer Back by Popular Demand to Kick Off 2018 Cabaret Series
Jan. 2, 2018 (Columbus, Ind.) – Described as “vocally and artistically superb” by the San Francisco Gate,
singer, songwriter and jazz pianist Spencer Day will kick off the 2018 Winter/Spring Cabaret at The
Commons series on Thursday, January 18, 2018 at 7:30 p.m. Drawing comparisons from Harry Connick
Jr. and Jamie Cullum to Chet Baker and Michael Bublé, Day’s intimate show will present snappy, beautifully
crafted tunes mixing vocal jazz, early ’60s pop, and blue-eyed soul.

Who:

Spencer Day

What:

Cabaret at The Commons

Where: The Commons
300 Washington Street
Columbus, IN 47201
When: Thursday, January 18, 2018
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
Cabaret begins at 7:30 p.m.

Spencer Day, dressed as sharp as the fins on a 61 Caddy, is throaty and moody, like a neat whiskey slid
across the bar. He returns after his Columbus debut at The Commons’ stage in January 2016 with a
collection of smooth lyrics and vocals and a series of odes to love, all of a varied tempo and sound, from
lonesome to flirtatious. His exquisite piano melodies create a pop friendly, bounce-in-your-step feel
reminiscent of a mix of the Rat Pack, Elvis and James Bond, complete with a shark skin suit.
Audiences around the world have been toe tapping to Spencer Day’s original smart lyrics and lush melodies
for more than 10 years at venues as diverse as Birdland in New York, the Hollywood Bowl, Jazz Alley in
Seattle, the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C., and The Craig Ferguson Show. A perennial favorite in
the San Francisco Bay Area and New York City, Day has also acquired an international fan base while
headlining in England, Japan, Australia, and Mexico.
Cabaret at The Commons is Columbus’ premier nightlife destination, featuring a dynamic range of
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captivating artists in an up close and personal musical experience. A full cash bar is provided by The Garage
Pub & Grill. This cabaret is sponsored by Tracy Haddad. Series support provided by The Republic and The
Cabaret in Indianapolis.
Single tickets for this event will go on sale on Tuesday, January 2, 2018. Single ticket prices are VIP:
$60/ticket and Preferred: $40/ticket.
Patrons can order series or single tickets in person at the Philharmonic Box Office located at 315 Franklin
Street, Columbus, IN 47201; by calling 812-376-2638, x1; or online at www.thecip.org. Physical tickets are
not issued for cabaret events. Patrons check-in upon arrival by providing their reservation name.

ABOUT THE COLUMBUS INDIANA PHILHARMONIC
The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic is proud to partner with The Cabaret in Indianapolis to further its
mission to advocate a life-long interest and involvement in music. The Cabaret is the only arts organization
in Indianapolis dedicated to the art of professional cabaret performance, thus a valuable resource in
recruiting world-traveled, top-notch performers to the Cabaret at The Commons stage. With a full
complement of concerts and music education programs, the Philharmonic is honored to be one of the arts
organizations that contribute to the rich quality of life enjoyed by residents in Columbus and surrounding
counties.
The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic is a public, not-for-profit organization supported by private donations
and the Columbus Area Arts Council. This project is made possible by the support of the Indiana Arts
Commission, the National Endowment for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Allen Whitehill Clowes
Charitable Foundation.
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